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Visual Strategizing

The Systematic Use of Visualization
in the Strategic-Planning Process
Martin J. Eppler and Ken W. Platts
This article shows how visualization can be used in the strategic-planning process, by
examining the use of real-time, interactive visual representations in the business strategy
process. Starting with a concise review of literature, we postulate that visualization
can improve the quality of the strategic planning process by addressing many of its
cognitive, social, and emotional challenges. We develop a conceptual framework for
strategy visualization, and use this structure to group and position interactive visual
representations of information along the strategic-planning process. We highlight the
benefits of visual methods for strategizing, and illustrate them with five case studies
covering the entire strategizing process from analysis to implementation. The cases also
highlight the use of visualization at different organizational levels, and we consider some
of the challenges involved in employing graphic means in strategy work, and how to
address them. We highlight resulting risks and practices for visual strategizing and
articulate a research agenda for this emergent domain. The key lesson for executives
is that visualization should not just be seen as an attractive way to communicate
strategic planning process outcomes and monitor its progress, but as a powerful process
enabler that can enable strategizing as a joint managerial practice e if facilitated
properly. Visualization is, however, a double edged sword and we present several caveats
that need to be considered in its application in the strategy context.
� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Strategic planning processes are among the most demanding tasks that managers face in today’s complex
market place. It can be an overwhelming challenge to take into account, simultaneously, the develop-
ments of technologies and societal trends, the behaviour of competitors, customers and regulators, all
within a changing legal, environmental and financial framework. When this is compounded with time
pressures, market uncertainty and constant distractions and internal tensions, making sound and
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sustainable strategic decisions becomes an immense challenge. This task is made even more difficult by the
subsequent need to communicate, implement and monitor these decisions in a systematic, orchestrated
and disciplined manner. Taken together, these activities pose numerous cognitive (e.g. information over-
load), social (e.g. co-ordinating multiple groups and hierarchic levels) and emotional (e.g. achieving staff
buy-in) challenges for a business manager.1 However, visualization e the graphic representation of data,
information and knowledge e can offer significant advantages in each of these three dimensions.
Strategic planning processes pose numerous cognitive, social and

emotional challenges for the business manager.
The relationships between the key challenges in the strategy process and the advantages made
possible by visualization are summarised in Table 1, which indicates the potential benefits that
methods employing graphic representations of strategic content can offer the strategizing process.
We have chosen to distinguish between challenges related to managerial thinking (cognitive chal-
lenges), managerial communication and coordination (social challenges), and the managers’ ability
to motivate and engage their peers and employees (emotional challenges), as we believe these cat-
egories represent the major activities involved in the strategy process. Table 1 shows for which
types of strategy challenges (as documented in the literature2) visualization can probably provide
which sorts of value (as documented in seminal visualization studies3). The cognitive benefits of
visual representations include facilitating elicitation and synthesis of information, enabling new
perspectives to allow better, more exhaustive comparisons and facilitating easier recall and se-
quencing; the social benefits include integrating different perspectives, assisting mutual under-
standing, and supporting coordination between people; and finally the emotional benefits
include creating involvement and engagement, providing inspiration, and providing convincing
communication.

These advantages will be further systemized in the conceptual framework developed in the next
section. Of course, achieving them depends on the proper use and application of visualization dur-
ing strategic planning, an issue we address in subsequent sections of this article.

Although both the challenges of strategising and the benefits of visualization are well established
in their respective fields, we know of no previous comprehensive attempt to bring them together.
Our contribution, therefore, is: firstly to draw on these two bodies of literature to develop a frame-
work for visualization in the strategic planning process; secondly, to illustrate the value of the
framework by showing examples of how visualizations work successfully in strategic planning prac-
tice; and finally to identify both challenges to be overcome and good practices to be adopted in the
continuing development of strategy visualization.

The remainder of our article is structured as follows. After first synthesising a framework for vi-
sualization in the strategy process from the literature, we then describe the application of visual
techniques to strategizing in five case studies, chosen to illustrate all aspects of the framework.
We next conduct a cross case analysis of our studies, from which we present common challenges
(and their solutions) as well as emerging practices in the use of visual methods of strategizing.
We conclude the article by summarizing implications for practice and for academia.
Developing a framework for visualization in the strategic planning process
Having suggested in the previous section the benefits that visualization can provide for the process
of developing and deploying a business strategy, we now examine more closely at which points of the
strategy process visualization can be most effectively employed. We start by taking a generic strategy
process, characterised by four stages - analysis, development, planning and implementation e and,
by synthesising the results of the literature review presented above, consider how visualization can
support looking at the main activity at each stage.
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Table 1. Strategizing challenges and corresponding strengths of visualization (see Refs. 2 and 3)

Characteristics of Strategizing Corresponding Strengths of Visualization

Cognitive Challenges Cognitive Benefits

Struggling with information overload Facilitating elicitation and synthesis

Strategic analysis creates a massive amount of informa-

tion that is difficult to absorb and analyze by any

individual manager or group (Leaderer and Sethi, 1996,

Brown & Eisenhardt, 1998, Markides, 1999). Strategiz-

ing requires managers to confront great complexity

(Sabherwal and King, 1995).

Larkin and Simon (1987) and Tversky (2005) report

that a human’s input channel capacity is greater when

visual abilities are used. Vessey 1991 reports that

visualization aids in solving complex problems by

compressing information. Visualization is instrumental in

the analysis of data as it helps in identifying patterns and

structures in data sets (Card et al. 1999; Tufte, 1990).

Stuck in old view points Enabling new perspectives

The development of strategic options often requires

novel perspectives and divergent thinking (de Wit &

Meyer, 2004, pp. 58e70).

Visual methods enable reframing and perspective

switching (De Bono 1973). Pictures have been shown to

inspire creativity and imagination. (Buzan 2003,

Morgan 1986; Whyte et al. 2008).

Biased comparisons and evaluations Better, more exhaustive comparisons

Strategizing requires the comparison of multiple stra-

tegic options based on various parameters without

taking mental shortcuts and relying only on select

criteria (Digman 1990, De Wit and Meyer 2004).

Several empirical studies show that visual representa-

tions are superior to verbal sequential representations in

different tasks (Bauer and Johnson-Laird, 1993,

Glenberg and Langston, 1992, Larkin and Simon, 1987).

Visualization expands working memory (Norman 1993)

and thus makes it easier to keep details about options in

mind when comparing them (Lurie & Mason, 2007).

Paralysis by analysis Easier recall and sequencing

Strategizing requires managers to make difficult deci-

sions which they may postpone (paralysis by analysis/

knowing-doing gap) (Pfeffer & Sutton, 2000). Strategic

information may be forgotten amidst new information

pertaining to daily operations (Porter 1996).

Visual images help information recall about the current

strategic conversations (Kraut, et al. 2003). Kosslyn,

1980, Shepard and Cooper, 1982, suggest that visual

recall seems to be better than verbal recall and thus helps

in sequencing multiple streams.

Social Challenges Social Benefits

Diverging views or assumptions on strategic issues Integrating different perspectives

Strategy development and formulation requires collec-

tive sense making processes (Digman, 1990) and input

from various members of teams (Platts et al. 1996).

Basic assumptions need to be elicited and aligned

(Foil and Huff, 1992).

Visualization can equilibrate participation and reduce

the dominance of certain participants (DiMicco et al.

2004). It can surface areas of disagreement (Sparrow,

1998; Whyte et al. 2008).

Incomplete communication of basic assumptions Assisting mutual understanding

Managers need to assure that their reasoning is properly

understood by the employees (Digman, 1990).

Graphic metaphors provide a visual means to assure

mutual understanding by making basic assumptions

explicit (Morgan, 1986).

Un-coordinated strategic action Tracking, showing interdependencies

Strategizing needs mechanisms to ensure coordination,

both in communication and in action (Acur and Bitici,

2003). Strategic co-ordination becomes difficult when

management teams are globally dispersed (Zigurs,

2003).

Visual artefacts provide explicit reference points for

mutual coordination and alignment (Bechky, 2003).

Visualization methods combined with application

sharing software make it possible to simulate strategy

workshops via the Internet (Mengis and Eppler, 2006).
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Table 1. (continued)

Characteristics of Strategizing Corresponding Strengths of Visualization

Emotional Challenges Emotional Benefits

Lacking identification with strategy Creating involvement and engagement

All involved managers should be able to identify with

the strategy process and result and feel involved (Godet

1998).

Pictures can create involvement and engage people’s

imagination (Buzan 1995, Huff, 1990).

Creating identification with (abstract) strategy Providing inspiration

Employees should perceive the strategy as something

worthwhile pursuing, something they can identify with,

and something that motivates them (Platts et al. 1996,

Godet, 1998).

Pictures can inspire motivation and identification; they

can release positive emotions and energy (Buzan, 2003).

Persuading employees of the strategy Providing convincing communication

The strategy needs to be communicated to employees

convincingly (Digman 1990, Acur and Bitici, 2003).

Visualization is ideally suited for convincing communi-

cation and presentation purposes (Horn, 1998).
Analysis stage
The analysis stage of the strategy process is concerned with accessing and structuring data and in-
formation about the external environment in which a company operates, and its internal strengths
and weaknesses. At this stage, visualization mostly serves the purpose of representing and synthe-
sizing quantitative and qualitative data. While much of this can be gathered from existing company
sources, not all data is in this form: managers’ opinions, basic assumptions, and implicit under-
standings also need to be surfaced and made explicit and accessible to all involved in the strategy
process. Typical gathered data that may have to be visualized during this stage include sales and
market statistics and internal indicators of past events and developments. Opinions and assump-
tions that should be visually represented include assessments about market threats and opportuni-
ties, as well as about companies’ internal strengths and weaknesses.

In the analysis stage, visualization is most valuable because of its cognitive benefits. It helps with
the elicitation and synthesis of data, and specifically, its synthetic ability enables managers to process
more data while avoiding information overload and the attendant mental shortcuts or cognitive
biases involved.4 Visualization can also help to elicit managers’ implicit mental models, and align
a management team’s assumptions.5

Managers can employ information visualization methods in this stage to structure a great
amount of information in an ordered way, enabling (convergent) synthesis and inference processes.
Hence structuring methods are the most commonly used techniques in this stage, which typically
provide ready-to-use structures (often with predefined categories) to organize and synthesize infor-
mation. Quantitative data, typical of sales and market data, is often summarised using standard
techniques (bar charts, line charts, or pie charts, etc.). Qualitative data can be structured in
many ways: standard structures (such as 2 by 2 matrices) can be customised by the user for a par-
ticular application, or may have already been customised for specific tasks (e.g. the Boston Consul-
ting Group Matrix or the SWOT matrix). Other task specific visualizations, which allow particular
perspectives to be taken, include Porter’s five forces diagram or the S-curve diagram.

Development stage
In the strategy development stage, visualization aids the generation of options for action. These
options include potential strategic goals, milestones, activities and possible resource deployments.
Visualizing many feasible options, together with their parameters, allows them to be more easily
assessed, selected and made operational in the subsequent planning stage.

The cognitive benefits of visualization at this stage are twofold: firstly, it can enable the re-
framing of current views and foster a change in perspectives (for example, by switching levels
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of analysis or time horizons, or by visualizing issues from an outside viewpoint); secondly, it can
facilitate the systematic and global comparison of many options. But, in addition to such cognitive
benefits, the social benefits become increasingly apparent at this stage, and the social co-ordina-
tion function of visualization plays an important role in enabling a transparent and focused dis-
cussion and prioritization of the developed options. For the maximum social benefit,
visualizations should be designed and used in ways that allow managers to interact with them.
This could be in the form of manual methods - for example, by sticking adhesive notes or sym-
bols onto a chart - or in computer supported visualizations, involving a interactive software pack-
age (such as lets-focus.com) where the computer output is displayed via a projector to allow all
managers to see and update the picture.
Strategy development requires the generation of options, and their

assessment and reduction until a particular course is selected.
Strategy development requires, initially, the generation of options, and subsequently the assess-
ment and reduction of options until a particular course is selected. Thus visualization methods
should first support divergent thinking to assist managers in the development of a great variety
of feasible options and scenarios (for example, visual brain-writing). This multitude of options
can then be assessed and combined with more convergent visualization tools (such as morphological
boxes or slide rulers). For these tasks, elaboration methods are used, which can provide rules and
a relatively open structure to elaborate on information, discover new patterns and build common
understandings and develop options. In the divergent phase, techniques such as knowledge map-
ping, concept mapping and mind mapping can open up areas for consideration,6 while techniques
such as decision trees or morphological boxes can be used to help select particular courses of action
in the subsequent convergent phase.

Planning stage
In the planning stage, the strategy becomes much more tightly defined. The broad aims are now
translated into specific objectives, and plans to achieve these are formulated. This includes the devel-
opment of timelines, resource allocations, responsibilities and deliverables. In the planning stage,
convergent thinking along a time axis becomes paramount, and here visualization can assist man-
agers in focusing on a reasonable sequence of goals and actions. At this stage, the social function of
visualization becomes crucial: its main benefit is to assist the easy communication of the planned
sequence and interdependencies of steps and goals. By facilitating communication, the use of visual-
ization can lead to new insights regarding possible positive or negative interdependencies among
goals or implementation steps. The visualization of planning information can also be helpful in
the subsequent implementation stage.

Sequencing methods are therefore the most common forms of visualization used at this stage, us-
ing chronological rules, categories and graphic structures to organize information such as objectives
and actions, and show precedence and interdependency. Techniques can be generic - such as time-
lines or roadmapping techniques - or increasingly specific, e.g. Critical Path Method (CPM) or Pro-
ject Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) diagrams.

Implementation stage
In the implementation stage, actions, relationships and results need to be visualized. Actions may be
departmental projects, strategic initiatives of a business unit, or the required behaviour patterns of
individual employees, and their results are typically captured in key performance indicators, provid-
ing valuable feedback to management on whether strategic progress is made or not. While there are
cognitive benefits of visualization connected to the tracking of progress in this stage, the emotional
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impacts of visualization (in particular motivation) also come to the fore. A great strength of a carefully
constructed visualization is that it can employ engaging images and inspiring symbols to trigger pos-
itive emotions and motivate a workforce. Creative thinking is needed in order to develop images that
will capture employees’ attention and imagination and promote buy-in for new strategy through
original and informative ways of communicating it. A new strategy that uses old, clichéd modes of
communication may run the risk of generating indifference or cynicism among employees.

In addition to this emotional motivation benefit, cognitive and social benefits are also present.
The ability to visualize progress in real-time, and highlight areas where the strategy implementation
process may not be going smoothly, allows managers to track its progress visually and identify de-
viations from the plan quickly. The use of a common visualization by managers from different
functional areas can promote an understanding of the ‘bigger picture’ and build a sense of common
purpose, while ensuring that individuals know where their own activities and goals fit in.

Interaction methods are used here, to provide an interface to capture, aggregate, present and ex-
plore information. Visual metaphors are in common use in this stage. One class of metaphors
stresses the importance of gathering controlling data together in a summary form, creating the sense
of management controlling dashboards or cockpits, using the analogy of an aircraft flight deck. An-
other class is the image of a controlled journey, using tracking diagrams such as flight plans. A third
(increasingly common) class uses a journey across a landscape, where a goal might be represented as
a mountain peak, and the general direction of the company’s strategy as a rough track, with obsta-
cles to be overcome on the journey represented by rivers or canyons that need to be bridged. Such
bridging activities might be key tasks, and their achievement represented as specific milestones, and
so on. The benefit of this type of representation is that it can be evocative and hence inspiring and
engaging.7
the benefit of [visual metaphors] is that [they] can be evocative and

hence inspiring and engaging.
The framework
This synthesis can be seen to address the following questions for each stage of strategizing:

- What type of strategy content needs to be represented? (content);
- What are the expected advantages of using visualization for strategizing? (benefits); and
- What are the appropriate visualization formats or methods that can be used? (methods).

These three levels or perspectives, when plotted against the stages of strategizing, form our frame-
work for strategy visualization (see Figure 1). The framework contains various informative pointers
for the practice of strategy visualization: in the content view, the framework illustrates the strategic
information that should be visualised, in the benefit view it emphasises the specific benefit to be
sought by applying visualization while the methods view indicates which tools should be used.

The methods view is likely to be very useful for practising managers, by distinguishing between
among four types of visualization methods that are used along the strategy process. Each method
type represents a different genre of strategy visualization aligned to a phase in the strategy process.
These four main genres are based on the reasoning outlined above, i.e. they provide specific social,
cognitive or emotional benefits for each phase. Table 2 provides an overview and description of
each type, listing typical visualization tools and formats. However, the categorization of the visual-
ization formats should not be seen as absolute: for instance, it may sometimes make sense to apply
sequencing methods in the analysis phase (e.g. example to re-construct an emergent strategy), or to
use a structuring method in the implementation phase (e.g. to communicate the status-quo to
employees).
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Figure 1. A conceptual framework for visual strategizing
Having described the rationale of our framework, we can now examine how these visualization
techniques provide benefits in real-life strategizing situations, and which contextual factors need to
be taken into account when deploying them in a corporate setting. After briefly outlining our re-
search methodology, we illustrate the use of visualization in strategizing through five real-life case
studies, chosen to cover all aspects of the framework.
Table 2. Four genres of strategy visualization methods

Visualization Method Type Main Features Examples of Typical Visual Formats

Structuring Methods

(Analysis Phase)

Provide a ready-to-use structure (incl.

categories) to organize and synthesize

information

Bar diagram, line chart, system/loop di-

agram, 2by2 positioning matrices (BCG,

McKinsey, SWOT), Porter’s five forces

diagram, S-curve diagram strategy chart,

product-market diagram

Elaboration Methods

(Development Phase)

Provide rules and a relatively open

structure to elaborate on information,

discover new patterns, build a common

understanding and develop options

Decision tree, Ansoff matrix, morpho-

logical box, knowledge map, concept

map, Mind Map, Parameter Ruler,

influence diagrams, strategy canvas

Sequencing Methods

(Planning Phase)

Provide rules, categories and graphic

structures to organize information, such

as tasks or goals, chronologically to

prepare action

Timeline, flowchart, Gantt chart, road

mapping, CPM diagram (critical path

method), PERT diagram, swim lane

diagram, loop diagram, Synergy Map

Interaction Methods

(Implementation Phase)

Provide an interface to capture, aggre-

gate, present and explore information.

Management controlling dashboard/

cockpit, Strategy Map, visual metaphors,

tracking diagrams such as flight plans
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Research methodology
Our research methodology has primarily been action research. Over a number of years, we have
worked with many companies on real strategic issues as external academic partners, strategy
specialists and process facilitators. During these collaborations, we made use of various visual-
ization methods to assist the strategy processes, and also collected research data using three
methods: observation, verbal feedback during and after the intervention and post-intervention
written feedback by questionnaire. (See the Appendix for a fuller discussion of our research
methodology).

We have chosen the case studies below for the following reasons: collectively they illustrate all
aspects of the framework; they each demonstrate the use of a different visualization tool; they
both provide aspects of successful process and raise challenges about the use of visualization;
and, most significantly, the companies gave permission for us to use the cases, albeit anonymised.
This latter point is not trivial, as in much strategic work companies are unwilling for cases to be
reported.
Table 3. Overview of the reported case studies

Case: Strategic

Phase

Level of

Strategizing

Industry & Size Visualization

Methods

Deployed

Key Insights of the Case

Case 1 Analysis and

Development

Business Unit - car components

manufacturer

- medium-sized

company part of

an international

group

Strategy

Charting

The mapping process itself can

spark insightful discussions and

lead to new strategic opportuni-

ties if the executives are open

minded and compile a balanced

strategy chart.

Case 2 Analysis and

Development

Company - reinsurance

- medium-sized,

multinational

group

- Joint rating

ruler

- Client strategy

ruler

Individual strategic assessments

must be combined in a transpar-

ent and flexible way in order to

devise joint strategic action

plans.

Case 3 Development Department - polymer

manufacturer

- medium-sized

company

TAPS Cause-effect visualization helps

to prepare action planning if all

participants can see and subse-

quently agree on the identified

relationships of key strategic

variables.

Case 4 Planning &

Implementation

Department - financial Services

- large multinational

group

Synergy map The visualization method must

be transformed into a personal

working tool and revised and

updated on several occasions. It

should become an organizational

routine.

Case 5 Implementation Company - market research

- medium-sized

company in a large

multinational

group

Balanced

Scorecard tree

Appealing and engaging strategy

visuals must be easy, interactive

and allow for zooming in and

out (detail and overview). They

should contain memorable and

inspiring symbols, narratives, or

metaphors.
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Case studies and application experiences
This section reports our experiences, in action research mode, of the systematic use of visualization
in strategic processes. We report on the methods deployed, the content visualized, and e most im-
portantly e on the positive and negative impacts of using visualization in each strategic situation.
Table 3 gives an overview of the case studies, showing how the sequence of five cases covers the
various phases of the strategy process from analysis and development through to implementation.
Of necessity there is some overlapping, as the key benefits or risks of using visualization in strate-
gizing re-emerge in different cases.

Each case study begins with a brief table positioning the case in terms of its strategic phase, the or-
ganizational level at which the strategy practice was taking place, the main strategic content that was
visualized, the types of strategic thinking that were supported by the visualization, and the main ben-
efits resulting from the use of the visual method and the type of method used. As we move through the
cases, key differences between the five experiences are highlighted and discussed.
Case 1: Analysing manufacturing strategy at an automobile components manufacturer
Strategy phase: Analysis and development

Level: Business Unit

Primary content: Objectives, Plans, Actions

Thinking type(s): Mostly convergent

Main benefits of visualization: Cognitive (overview and sequence) and Social (communication and

alignment)

Visual format used: Structuring (and sequencing) method: strategy charting
Company context and strategic situation
The company, an auto components manufacturer, part of an international group, had recently
reorganized into business units. The director of one of these units wanted to conduct a review of
current manufacturing strategy and its alignment with business needs. He also wanted the review
to act as a team building exercise to help consolidate a new team in what was a newly created,
stand-alone business unit. The visual technique of strategy charting was used for this review,8 the
chart being seen as a useful way of introducing order into plans and activities that had both oc-
curred and were occurring. It was decided to display a copy on the shop floor for communication
purposes, and to update the chart on a regular basis: this activity continued for three years.

Method description: strategy charting
A strategy chart is a simple technique that captures the activities and events that illustrate planned
and emergent strategy, and gives users a common understanding of the past, present and future
strategy of their organization. The visualization uses colour, text and organized space to record
and display information in a readily understandable form. The basic chart is constructed on sheets
of flipchart paper attached to the wall. Time is represented along the horizontal axis, and the var-
ious levels of strategic decisions and actions on the vertical axis.

Participants in the charting session write decisions and events on stick-on notes and position
them on the chart. Different colours of note can be used - in manufacturing companies each col-
our can represent a particular decision area, e.g. suppliers, processes, quality. Notes of events
should be brief, factual descriptions of verifiable objectives, decisions and actions, each dated
to the nearest quarter (such as ‘CEO hears about Lean Manufacturing at conference, Q2 1996’;
‘Corporate requirement to reduce overhead, Q3 1995’; ‘Decision to replace machine tool X, Q1
1998’, etc.). The diagram in Figure 2 shows a resulting strategy chart from such sessions with
the company.
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Figure 2. Events on the implementation part of the strategy chart of the auto components manufacturer
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Events may also be connected e events which are thought to lead to other events can be joined by
arrows. Thus the chart can:

� contain business and manufacturing objectives;
� contain actions and decisions in manufacturing’s strategic decision areas;
� indicate interactions or linkages between decision areas;
� show perceived causal connections between events;
� contain any event perceived to be of strategic importance.

Evaluation
The management team found compiling the strategy chart an enjoyable experience - as the Oper-
ations manager remarked: ‘we all like talking about ourselves and our past; mind you it occasionally
gets reinvented!’ The main advantage of the strategy charting procedure was to give the management
team an agreed understanding of the evolution and current status of their manufacturing strategy.
Although this required much debate, it was a necessary part of the process, as different managers
interpreted the past through different eyes, and tended to post rationalise events differently (the
reinvention of the past noted above). At several points during the charting process managers be-
came very wary about what they said: ‘Who’s going to see this?’ was a common question, one which
raised the issue of the political aspects of strategy. The management team agreed that they would
produce a chart that was their best recollection of reality and that this version would be for their
own use. They would review it before it would be seen outside the group, removing controversial
content if necessary depending on the extent of the wider distribution.

Strategy charting enabled the managers to perceive their strategy by connecting and making sense
of events and policies. A section manager commented: ‘That’s the first time I’ve ever seen our strategy
on one sheet of paper.’ The process also revealed trends. A manager remarked that the number of
events related to quality had decreased year on year, which was an eye-opener for everyone. The
organisation had declared itself ‘committed to quality’, but this was clearly not borne out by prac-
tice, and the discovery provoked the reaction of wanting to do something about it. By offering an
insight into the longitudinal development of manufacturing strategy, the chart formed a starting
point for future strategizing.

Charting also made ‘strategy’ an understandable and communicable concept for manufacturing
managers and workforce. When a copy of the (slightly sanitised) strategy chart was put on the
shop floor it attracted great interest. An operations manager reported that ‘After two days we
had to get it redrawn and covered in Perspex’: the chart had been made unreadable by operators trac-
ing events with oily fingers while discussing it with one another.
the strategy chart attracted great shop floor interest, and ‘had to be redrawn

and covered in Perspex’ after it was made unreadable as operators traced

events with oily fingers while discussing it with one another.
Case lessons
Charts show parts of the context and process of strategy, but the act of charting itself provokes
considerable discussion on how past strategies arose, how long they took to implement, and
which strategies succeeded and which failed, and why. Charting may therefore be useful in
forming a new strategy, especially if managers are prepared to learn from the past (e.g. recog-
nising missed opportunities, exaggerated optimism, successful developments, missed follow-ups,
or good practices that have been abandoned for some reason). In this way, charting can be
a visualization that spans from the analysis to the development phase of the strategy process.
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There are, however, difficulties to be overcome. There was a tendency when charting to omit or
to sanitize certain events, particularly in politically sensitive areas. There were also attempts to post
rationalize connections to make the strategic story look more logical. Careful facilitation is required
to minimize the effects of these tendencies. Gathering all the events onto the chart before looking
for linkages, and allowing plenty of time to capture contributions before analysis, are helpful tech-
niques. Accepting that different versions of the chart might need to be developed for different con-
stituencies also helped. A further difficulty can arise if the strategy chart is created in a group where
one individual is clearly dominant, which can lead to a type of ‘group think’ where individuals’
opinions become suppressed. One way around this is to get individuals to present their contribu-
tions anonymously before the group discussion.

The advantages of achieving shared understanding and communicating seen in this case are also
found in the next. However, here the visualization has an interactive component that fosters inte-
gration and alignment of views in real time.
Case 2: Developing a consistent key account strategy through joint customer
ratings and strategies
Strategy phase: Analysis and development

Level: Company

Primary content: Facts, experiences, options, actions

Thinking type(s): Convergent

Main benefits of visualization: Social: eliciting and aligning ratings of cross-department key accounts

Visual format used: Elaboration method: parameter ruler
Company context and strategic situation
A leading diversified multi-line reinsurer, active in over a hundred countries and employing some
800 people, decided to invest more resources in handling its clients. To identify the true potential
and importance of a multi-line client, the business units needed to develop a common understand-
ing about the client (through knowledge sharing) and to agree (efficiently and early) on terms for
handling relationships with the clients that were generally acceptable. This process of pre-agreement
among the business units had not always worked smoothly in the past: in fact, sub-optimal knowl-
edge sharing and pre-negotiation had already led to the loss of substantial amounts of business. De-
veloping a common client strategy was also difficult, as the company’s reward system encouraged
a focus on the profitability of the business lines, whereas account managers focused on geographic
regions. So underwriters only wanted contracts with clients that could yield a certain profit margin,
whereas account managers took a more global perspective: the strategic deliberations between these
parties were therefore a key issue.
units needed to develop a common understanding about the client in

fact, sub-optimal knowledge sharing and pre-negotiation had already

led to the loss of substantial amounts of business.
The (anonymised) screenshot in Figure 3 shows how existing customer data was visually inte-
grated in real time via a laptop and projector. The horizontal cells are shifting laterally so that
the vertical ruler expresses the agreed common rating system for the client (the upper shaded
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rows in the figure show areas where ratings are agreed to be stronger, and the lower two rows high-
light weaker areas). The consensus view as defined by the visual ruler then serves as the basis for
developing agreed individual client strategies. The documented decision behind these strategies
was then captured visually by applying the same ruler technique, with explanatory comments
appended to capture the rationale of the decision (see Figure 4). In this way, the client managers
together could both aggregate client data and assessments (opinions) into common decisions,
and also visualize client profiles to represent their understanding and common insights about an
individual customer on a company-wide level.

Method description: parameter ruler
The parameter ruler is split into two sections. The left column lists assessment criteria that are rated on
the right hand side by moving annotated sliders, while the visual metaphor of a slide ruler allows man-
agers to establish a common rating schema for clients. The facilitator asks the group to identify,
weight, and develop scales for assessment criteria, which are then entered into the empty slider fields.
Each entry can be further defined and described through the comment box associated with each field
(not shown in the screenshots). In this way, a group can have a detailed discussion on each criterion
(and its weight), but also see the bigger picture, i.e. the overall profile of the current rating. If the ruler
is used in combination with an interactive whiteboard, the horizontal sliders can be moved by simply
Figure 3. A real-time joint client rating based on the ruler interface
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Figure 4. Example of a jointly devised client strategy
touching and dragging. In the case of a ‘virtual’ ruler session (via Internet application sharing) the
facilitator can choose to allow any or only selected participants to make such movements.

Evaluation
The main advantage of the parameter ruler in this case was that it took people away from their indi-
vidual data and opinions (which in this case even included Excel sheets they brought with them to the
workshop) and obliged them to focus on common ratings and a collective perspective. As in the strat-
egy charting process, a collective visualization was created from the participants’ inputs. Again the vi-
sualization fostered the integration and alignment of knowledge through a jointly devised and adapted
artefact e the final ruler profile. A potential disadvantage of this method was, however, the fact that
shyer people did not always voice their opposition and make their arguments evident. What the par-
ticipants appreciated most about this way of developing customer ratings and deciding on joint
account strategies was the visual clarity of what was decided and its immediate documentation.

Case lessons
Interactive, real-time visualization can be used to integrate strategic knowledge effectively, to com-
bine diverse perspectives and to use them for strategy development. However (as in case 1) the dan-
ger of group-think needs be avoided by an experienced facilitator who ensures that each
participant’s knowledge is adequately represented, and that the resulting visualization is not merely
an illusion of consensus. Again, one way of doing this would be to ask for individual ratings to be
submitted before the collective ratings are developed. Although good facilitation will not, of itself,
resolve all problems, the application of visualization tools by a poor facilitator is unlikely to attain
optimal results. This points to the potential danger of inappropriately used visualization, a theme
which we will see repeated in later cases.
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The use of interactive visualizations facilitated by computer presentations is again found in case 3.
Here the ability of the group to manipulate models in real time enables it to span the gap between
analysis and development, leading to the creation of agreed action plans.
Case 3: Developing a capacity plan for a polymer manufacturer’s packing plant
Strategy phase: Development

Level: Department

Primary content: Production variables

Thinking type(s): Divergent - convergent

Main benefits of visualization: Cognitive (variable linkages, cause and effect) and Social (communication,

building consensus)

Visual format used: Elaboration method: Tool for Action Plan Selection (TAPS)
Company context and strategic situation
A leading company in the field of innovative thermosetting polymers, with a turnover of £115 mil-
lion and employing 300 people, was looking into ways of increasing its existing capacity to meet the
demand growth it was forecasting. Its managers knew that the existing packing plant capacity was
under-utilized and wanted to find a solution to increase capacity utilization. The company used the
TAPS method to help them identify the most appropriate actions, which were then implemented.

Method description: Tool for Action Plan Selection (TAPS)
TAPS is a software tool based on the concept of ‘connectance’ developed by John Burbidge.9 It en-
ables users to build a network diagram to represent the inter-relationships between a production
variable and its connected variables. The variables are displayed as nodes with arrows linking
them to other nodes, while a customisable database holds information on both the variables and
their relationships (the nodes and arrows). Analysis tools enable the users to ‘trace-up’ or ‘trace
down’ from any variable in the network, which allows the impact of changes in any of the variables
to be readily visualized. Interactive graphic features include sketching and node editing functions
(size, colour, move, rename etc.) which enable the user to modify the network hierarchy display.10
The main advantage of the visualization tool to the action planning process is

in formalizing, capturing and sharing participants’ mental models.
The main advantage of the TAPS visualization tool to the action planning process is in providing
participants with a way of formalizing, capturing, and then sharing their mental models. The visual-
ization, as facilitated by the software tool, enables a group of managers to develop and share an agreed
understanding of how their system operates. The visual network diagram assists them in gaining an
overall view of the variables involved and their cause-effect relationships. This prompts discussion
on three levels: first, defining and understanding individual variables; second, identifying variable
linkages; and third, characterizing and evaluating linkage attributes. The ability of the software to filter
out details and sub-variables from main variables and linkages is extremely useful when trying to make
sense of very complex systems and communicate their behaviour. Managers are able to explain the
logic behind a set of improvement actions, as the visualization tool imposes structure, providing a clear
and systematic approach to analysing, diagnosing and developing solutions to a particular problem.
The database functions of the tool allow users to store visual models for re-use or adaptation later.
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A further advantage of the visualization is that it allows managers to communicate actions and the
rationale behind them to other staff.

Evaluation
At the start of this case some managers were initially reluctant to use the software, for two reasons.
Firstly, there is a learning curve associated with it: although the software is intuitive and icon
driven, it still takes several hours to become an adept user. This problem was overcome by the fa-
cilitator operating the software. Secondly, there was scepticism about the system providing a ‘black
box’ solution. This was rapidly overcome when it was realized that the software does not make any
decisions, but is aimed at allowing users to manipulate and display data more easily than traditional
methods of flipcharts, whiteboards etc.

Once the initial worries were overcome, a multi-functional group of workers soon engaged with
the process, creating a model of the variables affecting the capacity of the packing plant. By running
the software tool on a PC attached to a video projector, the participants were able to follow the
construction of the cause-effect diagram. A main difficulty was getting managers to specify first or-
der connectance (i.e. direct effects): there was a tendency to jump to a root cause or a potential
solution, such as ‘we can improve capacity by running bigger batches’. It took a little while to get
managers to focus on the chain of variables.

Creating the diagram (the finished version is shown as Figure 5) was an interactive process, as
each participant had their own views of the variable interactions, which had to be mediated and
aligned through the facilitator and through intense discussions (which sometimes spilled over
into workshop breaks). Once a consensus was reached, the group went on to identify attributes
of the variables and connectances - for example, the strength of the relationships, the time taken
for effects to become manifest following changes, the cost of making a change, etc. e and this in-
formation was recorded and could be displayed as required on the diagram. Once they had built the
model the group found it easy to identify many potential actions and their probable impacts. ‘For
every variable there’s a potential action’ was one group member’s insight. By discussing each
Figure 5. Capacity Variable Connectance Network for Packing Plant
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variable, the team identified realistic changes and broke them down into short and long term action
plans. These discussions typically included joint reasoning about resource constraints in the subse-
quent implementation stags and time lags.

Case lessons
First, communication and subsequent discussion of visual models is greatly enhanced when the
models can be manipulated in real time, and the computer/video projector combination makes
this a quick and simple process. Such discussions lead to the building of shared consensus models
that form the basis for subsequent analysis. However, using custom software for visualization re-
quires a learning curve, which may be discouraging, so software must be intuitive and have
a user friendly interface. Second, visual models are very useful in explaining the logic behind actions
in complex environments, and software with filtering capability is particularly valuable in this role.
Finally, there are social benefits related to the use of visualization. The use of a visualization tool
allows individuals with differing perspectives, values and beliefs to make sense of actions that might
seem inappropriate to some of them at first sight, and thus helps to build and improve understand-
ing and group cohesion.

An advantage of this type of visualization is that it spans the gap between analysis and develop-
ment. Each root variable (or parameter) can be changed by assigning an action to change it, so
action plans can be created quickly. A downside can be that, if the tool is used inappropriately,
too many options can be created: sensible discussion, aided by the software’s filtering functions,
can prevent this.

One output from case 3 is a list of objectives, plans and actions, and we need to look out for
potential synergies and conflicts between these as we move into the implementation phase. Case
4 reports on the application of a visualization tool that can be either computer based or paper
based, which can amalgamate these plans into a strategic ‘big picture’.
Case 4: Planning and tracking a functional strategy at a Multinational Universal Bank
Strategy phase: Planning and Implementation

Level: Department

Primary content: Yearly goals and actions (incl. Synergies and conflicts between goals)

Thinking type(s): Mostly convergent, some divergent (new synergies)

Main benefits of visualization: Social (co-ordination) and Cognitive (overview and sequence)

Visual format used: Sequencing method: synergy map
Company context and strategic situation
A key service department in the corporate centre of a large multinational universal bank re-
assesses its strategic objectives and their implementation steps on a yearly basis. In order to
facilitate this process, the team heads of the department meet annually for a one-day strategy
workshop, working with one single visualization method - the synergy map (see Figure 6), which
they had been using (at the time of writing) for five years. The department had previously strug-
gled with a myriad of initiatives that were often not closely related or aligned, which led to a lack
of cohesion and strategic alignment in the department. The synergy map was deployed in the first
instance to foster team leaders’ knowledge about their colleagues’ goals and plans and how they
could be affected by, or contribute to, them. A regularly updated synergy map eventually helped
overcome this problem, allowing the department to focus on common priorities and keeping its
staff informed about the various team activities. During the first three years the method was used
in a ‘manual’ mode (i.e. with ‘Post-it’ notes stuck onto a large sheet of brown paper) but in the
two subsequent years dedicated software (using computer and projector) was used to support the
visualization method.
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Figure 6. A generic synergy map for strategic actions sequencing
Method description: synergy map
The synergy map facilitates the visual discussion of the main goals and sub-goals necessary to imple-
ment a strategy. Based on the key priorities of an organization (placed in the centre of the synergy map)
the management team positions its main goals along a circular timeline (based on each goal’s dead-
line). The size of the goal icon designates the amount of work (i.e. budget) associated with reaching
each sub-goal. The shape of the goal provides the link with the strategic priority supported through
the goal: priority flags are sometimes added to goal icons. The goals are then analyzed in terms of pos-
sible mutual goal synergies or conflicts, which are captured as arrows connecting two goals, and these
relationships are discussed and annotated with action items or caveats. Key external influences (both
positive and negative) are mapped outside the circle. Colour coding can be also used, e.g. to indicate
the current level of goal completion, or to designate goals of different teams.

Evaluation
The main advantage of the synergy map in this case was that it helped management teams to sys-
tematically identify interdependencies (synergies and conflicts) between their strategic goals, after
having established their sequence. This would not have been possible by simply talking through,
or thinking about, the relationships between the goals, but drawing the strategy goals in a circle
allows synergistic and conflicting relations to be visually identified and their nature labelled. Exter-
nal influences were also compiled and mapped, and possible responses or preventive measures dis-
cussed and recorded. The synergy map was also particularly helpful in making the team aware, at
the planning stage, of possible implementation bottlenecks: several large goal icons positioned close
to each other may indicate future resource problems. In the implementation stage, the synergy map
served as a tracking device to keep the team informed about what tasks were already accomplished
and which goals still need to be achieved.
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The synergy map helped management teams to systematically identify

interdependencies (synergies and conflicts) between strategic goals,

after establishing their sequence.
In terms of disadvantages, the synergy map method required the team to be willing to experiment
with a new format and (if the map was to be used as a tracking device) a new organizational rou-
tine. The synergy map also revealed conflicts between goals, which might create a level of tension,
but one that would nevertheless be fruitful. In certain circumstances, team members engaged in tac-
tical behaviour, not listing all their goals, as they knew their objectives would be visualized, docu-
mented, communicated and tracked. In this sense, the visualization may inhibit free-flowing
discussion, and it may be better to lead the strategy discussion in such cases in a manner which
does not capture goals right away.
Case lessons
The advantage of a visualization in making strategic conversations persist has to be actively ex-
ploited by periodically reviewing and updating the strategy visualization, using it to keep fellow
managers committed to the agreed priorities and action steps. Before that, however, the joint
completion of the synergy map at least once a year seems a crucial event to develop a strategic
‘big picture’ that can then inform the strategy implementation process. However, we saw again
in this case some potential problems arising from visualization that need to be handled by
careful facilitation. As noted, some team members engaged in the tactical behaviour of not list-
ing all their goals, perhaps feeling threatened by the exposure and clarity associated with
visualizations.

The cases documented so far have demonstrated several positive and negative aspects of visual-
ization in analysing and developing strategy. The final case adds another dimension, namely that
the visualizations used to develop a strategy may not work equally well in communicating the strat-
egy to people not involved in its development process. Visualizations used in developing strategy
are generally used as part of a facilitated process e those used to communicate strategy are often
expected to stand alone. The requirements in the latter case are significantly different, and great care
has to be taken that an adequate and appropriate visual metaphor is chosen if it is to be used un-
facilitated. The metaphor should be positive and foster associations that help employees better un-
derstand the key logic of the strategy, without having potential negative connotations: as case 5
illustrates, this is not always a straightforward matter.
Case 5: Communicating the growth strategy and key performance indicators
to all employees at a market research company
Strategy phase: Strategy implementation

Level: Corporation

Primary content: Strategic goals and metrics, as well as activities

Thinking type(s): Mostly convergent

Main benefits of visualization: Emotional and Social: motivation and buy-in, also identification,

coordination and alignment

Visual format used: Interaction method: visual metaphor
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Company context and strategic situation
A Swiss market research company with about 300 employees is the clear leader in its national mar-
ket. To sustain this leadership position, the company had developed an aggressive growth strategy
based on the Balanced Scorecard model. However it found that its strategy was not easy to com-
municate, and that employees were often unaware of the strategy and its key performance indica-
tors. The CEO wanted to reach all employees and let them explore what the strategy meant to
their personal behaviour and how they could help in achieving the strategic objectives of the com-
pany, so the executives decided to develop a more accessible, interactive, engaging and memorable
depiction of their strategy. An interactive visual flash movie - based on an animated Balanced
Scorecard tree - was put on the homepage of the company’s intranet for this purpose, letting em-
ployees track the effect of different simulated actions (such attending training, documenting pro-
cesses, tracking customer complaints). This playful and interactive way of communicating the
strategy in a simple visual metaphor illustrated its implications for all employees and caught their
attention. (see Figure 7)

Method description: interactive balanced scorecard tree
The key idea behind the interactive Balanced Scorecard tree is to map the four dimensions of the
Strategy Map diagram onto the four elements of a tree,11 - its roots, trunk, crown and fruits - in
order to emphasise the strategic inter-dependence of the four Balanced Scorecard dimensions
(e.g. if the roots are weak, the trunk will be unstable, the crown small and the fruits meagre)
and to use the positive connotations of the tree image to create a good communication context.
The interactivity of this visualization could be explored in various ways: When clicking on one
of the underlined perspective titles on the left, the key goals and performance indicators were shown
and explained by the CEO’s recorded voice. (There is also an interactive version of the tree where
employees can see the consequences of their action for the health of the strategy tree, and an
instructive version that helps employees understand the basic Balanced Scorecard concepts.)
Figure 7. An interactive, intranet-based balanced scorecard tree for strategy communication
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Evaluation
The key advantage of this strategy depiction in this case was that it made the strategy more acces-
sible to the staff, and was more engaging and motivating than a complex management diagram like
the basic Balanced Score Card Strategy Map. The management of the company believed that pro-
viding a simple, interactive, visual metaphor could help employees grasp the essence of the strategy
more quickly, retain more of its elements and feel more inclined to reach the goals articulated in the
tree metaphor. The picture provided an easy reference point for subsequent conversations among
employees, and lent itself to memorable presentations and workshops where it was used to track the
current status of strategy implementation.
management believed a simple, interactive, visual metaphor could help

employees grasp a strategy’s essence more quickly, retain more of its

elements and feel more inclined to reach the goals shown in the metaphor.
However, it became apparent that it also had its disadvantages, illustrating how the power of a vi-
sual metaphor (i.e. its interpretative openness) can also become a potential risk. Some employees
began to discuss negative associations with the strategy tree that the management simply did not
anticipate (‘what is the moss on the tree trunk in our company?’). And, to be effective as a commu-
nication tool, the visualization had to be simplified, so that it ran the risk of appearing to neglect
important relationships between elements.

Case lessons
The visualization format that is used to develop a strategy may not work equally well to commu-
nicate the strategy to people not involved in its development process. Hence, a change of visual for-
mat may be necessary to communicate the essence of a strategy effectively and engage employees to
gain motivation and buy-in. Particular attention should be paid to the choice of an adequate visual
metaphor: it should be positive, unique and foster associations that help employees better under-
stand the key logic of the strategy. Care e plus some imagination and perhaps consultation e must
also be taken to avoid adopting something that cynical or ‘off-message’ employees could load up
with unforeseen negative associations.
Discussion

Challenges for visual strategizing
The five cases above illustrate many of the benefits and challenges of using visualizations in strat-
egizing. In this section we conduct a cross-case analysis (see Table 4) which surfaces some typical
and important challenges that need to be overcome when using visualization as a strategizing cat-
alyst, as well as identifying some generally useful visual strategizing practices. Both challenges and
practices point to future research opportunities.

Strategy visualization challenges revealed by the cross-case analysis
Although we have concentrated on the benefits of visual methods for the cognitive, social and emo-
tional challenges of the strategy process, we should not neglect the drawbacks and potential risks of
using visualization in this context.12 If used ineffectively, visualization can lead to superficial analysis,
over-generalization, and to the mere illusion of deeper understanding. It may replace elaborate, text-
based, argumentation with (often implicit) assumptions and inferences (a frequent problem in pre-
sentation slides). If the visualization itself is not well explained, presented and documented, it can lead
to ambiguous communication and misunderstandings. These potential shortcomings indicate the
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Table 4. Challenges and Practices emerging from the cross-case analysis

Cases: 1. Automobile

Components

2. Reinsurance

Company

3. Polymer

Manufacturer

4. Universal

Bank

5. Market

Research Co.

Employed Method Strategy charting Parameter ruler TAPS Synergy map Balanced

Scorecard tree

Challenges:

Challenge 1: Visualization

may alter face-to-face

strategic conversations

H L L H L

Challenge 2: Assuring

consistency and compre-

hensiveness in the

visualizations

L H H H L

Challenge 3: Scalability

and cluttering

M L H H H

Challenge 4: Hiding

differences of opinion

H H H L L

Challenge 5: Choosing the

right medium

H L H M H

Practices:

Practice 1: Establish an

on-going visual strategy

process

H M L H H

Practice 2: Use comple-

mentary forms of

visualization

M H L L M

Practice 3: Connect (span)

different phases of the

strategy process through

visualization

H L H H L

Note: H, M or L in the table indicates the extent to which the challenge or practice plays a high, medium or low role in the
corresponding case.
need for strategy visualization guidelines, and while general research-based guidelines have been de-
veloped,13 there are more specific challenges that need to be addressed. Our conclusion points out that
the specific challenges which emerged during our case study research in the emerging field of visual-
izing strategy should form an agenda for future research.
If used ineffectively, visualization can lead to superficial analysis, over-

generalization, and to the mere illusion of deep understanding.
Challenge 1 e ‘Seeing openly’: visualization may alter face-to-face strategic conversations
Case studies 1 and 4 revealed three negative ways in which visualizing the contributions of
participants in a strategy workshop risked affecting their contributions:

a) Managers may tend to be less forthcoming and overly careful of their contributions when they
know they are being captured and possibly stored electronically;
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b) Managers may distort their contributions (regarding past mistakes) for political or tactical
reasons or in order to save face in front of others;

c) Managers may over-construct their contributions to make them fit a particular visualization
schema, i.e. they try to make sense of their past experience in an inaccurate way (ex-post ration-
alization to fit the graphic framework).

Solutions: This challenge can be partly addressed through proper facilitation that combines initial
individual prompting with later collective visualization. The facilitator should be careful not to rush
capturing contributions in plenary sessions; participants may need time to become comfortable
about sharing what might be delicate information. However, even good facilitation may not help
with the latter two points: these issues are likely to depend mainly on the social, cultural and
political environment within which the workshop takes place.

Future research questions with regard to strategy visualization are thus:

� In what circumstances might visualization be counterproductive?;
� When (in which sorts of team or organizational constellations) is joint analytical or creative

visualization counterproductive to sound strategy development?;
� What is the effect of contextual factors - the social, cultural and political environment within an

organisation - on the effective use of visualization in strategic planning?
Challenge 2 - ‘Seeing correctly’: assuring consistency and comprehensiveness
in visualized content
In case studies 2, 3 and 4 it became apparent that visualization may involve the risks of leading to
hasty generalizations, insufficient option screening, premature closure or inconsistent compilations
of elements.

Solutions: To counter this risk, a facilitator should compel participants to argue their contribu-
tions well and justify their choices. They may use analysts as backup to check whether the com-
piled strategy visualizations are consistent and at the right level of detail. Whether a facilitator can
ever know enough about the business in order to do this effectively is debatable, and it may be
that some generic checks could be developed to assist in this problem. Future research should
investigate how far such checks can (or should) be built into strategy visualization software or
methods.
As they capture more strategic content, visualizations may become too

complex or cluttered to organize a strategic conversation and confuse

instead of clarifying options, preparing decisions or motivating action.
Challenge 3 e ‘Seeing clearly’: scalability and cluttering a strategy diagram
As they capture more and more strategic content, visualizations may become too complex or clut-
tered to organize a strategic conversation or communicate a strategy efficiently, and so may lead to
confusion instead of clarifying options, preparing decisions or motivating action. This danger
became apparent in case studies 3, 4 and 5.

Solutions: Software that allows for filtering, layering, zoom-in/zoom-out, grouping or informa-
tion hiding may offer a possible countermeasure. Another solution is to simply collapse elements
into higher-order groups or categories (through labelling) to reduce complexity. Future research
should investigate novel means of hiding complexity without distorting strategic content.
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Challenge 4 e ‘Seeing differences’: visualization may de-emphasise or hide individual
differences of opinion or assumptions
Another potential risk (illustrated in cases 1, 2 and 3) lies in mismanaging joint visualizations to
give a false impression of a consensus. ‘Seeing may be believing’: a manager seeing a single strategic
representation on a screen or page may be led to believe that it represents the collective reasoning in
a team, when there may, in fact, still be substantial disagreement.

Solutions: A good facilitator should gather individual opinions and assessments (such as profiling
a company’s strengths and weaknesses, or factors potentially influencing an objective) and present
and compare them before visualizations are developed collectively. The facilitator should check fre-
quently whether a strategy visualization truly represents the opinions and beliefs of all involved
managers, or is at least one they can all sign up to. Future research should consequently investigate
how individual and collective visualization can be combined to assure that any differences in stra-
tegic perspectives can remain visible and able to be taken into account.

Challenge 5 e ‘Supporting seeing’: choosing the right visualization medium
for the right strategic task
Choosing the most apt mode of visualization (taking into account the available time and other resources)
is clearly a key challenge throughout the strategy process. Software-based visualization and physical media
both have their advantages and disadvantages for strategizing; how can they be used in a complementary
way? When should a team use software (like TAPS in case 3), and when paper methods (like strategy
charting in case 1)? When should a strategy be communicated as an interactive visualization on the
intranet (as in case 5), and when would it be better delivered by the CEO as a slide presentation?

Solutions: The number and characteristics of participants, the strategic phase, and the nature and
complexity of the strategic content can be used as criteria for choosing the best format for visual
strategizing. For example, a small group of older managers, working on clarifying their basic as-
sumptions in the strategy development phase, may very well use simple visualization tools such
as flip charts and brown paper to graphically model their business logic in loop diagrams. But
a group of 20 (IT-savvy) managers from different departments comparing their historic customer
data and deliberating complex strategic options and scenarios will probably require computer-sup-
ported visualization. In this case, lively graphic interaction around a flip chart is no longer possible,
with issues such as legibility, analytic aggregation and comparisons, as well as documentation, pre-
senting problems. As a generic solution managers should try to mix analogue and digital visual
strategizing, making use of the respective advantages of each medium: physical visualization is
persistent (remaining visible, for example, as a poster in the strategy workshop), simple and
non-threatening, and allows for dynamic group interaction, whereas computer-based visualization
allows for greater representational complexity, complex (numeric) operations, and instant docu-
mentation. Mixing digital and analogue visualization media will offer variety and different interac-
tion patterns that can help sustain the motivation and energy of managers in a strategy process.
a future research challenge lies in matching visualization methods and

strategic situations.
Hence, a future research challenge lies in matching visualization methods and strategic situations.
One way to investigate this issue is through qualitative in-situ experiments,14 where researchers
support managers in their strategic deliberations and evaluate the success of their interventions,
as we have done in this article. Another approach is to survey organizations about how they cur-
rently use visualization and what different visual genres they employ. Whyte et al. have suggested,
for example, different visualization methods that might be effectively employed to foster either ex-
ploration (of new options) or exploitation (of existing resources) in management team strategizing.
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Strategy visualization practices from the cross-case analysis
As well as common challenges, we have also identified some useful visual strategizing practices from
the cross-case analyses of our documented case studies. We focus here only on practices that were
present in at least three of the five reported cases (see Table 9). The three practices identified below
seemed to be particularly beneficial to the quality of the strategic-planning process.

Practice 1 e ‘Continuous seeing’: establish an on-going visual strategy process
In cases 1, 2, 4 and 5 we found that the visualizations helped to move strategizing towards a becom-
ing a continuing practice, rather than an exclusive yearly ritual. This suggests that the strategizing
process can be moved from the ‘annual planning round’ towards an on-going and continuous strat-
egy refinement process, helped by a slowly evolving ‘master’ visualization. This practice would in-
volve establishing a clear visual overall structure (such as strategy streams in a strategy chart,
a criteria list in a parameter ruler, or overall objectives in a synergy map) that outlines the main
strategy parameters that can then be gradually specified, extended or modified as the strategy is
further developed or implemented.

Practice 2 e ‘Complementary seeing’: use different forms of visualization together
to gather and switch perspectives
Cases 1, 2 and 5 illustrated the use multiple forms of visualization. Rather than trying to pack
everything into one single strategy visualization, companies should combine different forms of
visualization e such as diagrams, visual metaphors, and charts e for optimal usefulness and
impact. Although each case focused primarily on one key visual (the strategy chart, the ruler,
the tree), they nevertheless showed that a single picture is not usually sufficient to represent
strategic content adequately. Although the strategy chart (in case 1), reflecting a resource based
perspective, was very good at representing strategy as actions, it needed to be complemented
with market trends visualizations to aid setting future objectives. In case 2, in order to use
the ruler to asses a client profile, other visualization formats, such as trend curves, bar and
pie charts, were needed to outline quantitative information on a particular client to inform
the team’s full strategic evaluation. In case 5 the strategy tree was usually accompanied by
more diagrammatic depictions of the derived objectives and indicators when presented to
employees.

Practice 3 e ‘Connected seeing’: spanning strategy phases through visualization
Cases 1, 3 and 4 used visualization to span across different phases of the strategy process. A key
problem in strategizing is how to connect the strategic analysis phase with the development and
implementation phases. The cases show how visualizations can act as bridging devices to help
transform strategic insights into strategic actions. The TAPS graphic (case 3), for example,
can lead from the analysis of strategic action options to an action plan. A strategy chart can
lead e on the same page e from analysing past events to planning future steps and, in the
same way, the analysis of synergies or goal conflicts in a synergy map can directly lead to steps
that help to reduce goal conflicts or increase goal synergies. In this way, graphic structures can
become efficient mediators between analysis and action, between exploring options and strategic
planning.
Conclusion
This article has examined the use of interactive visual methods, both paper-based and com-
puter-supported, in the strategic planning process. We have shown when visualizations can
be beneficial, what types of risks may attend their use, indicated what types of visualization
can be used at each stage and identified the benefits that can result. The five cases have illus-
trated how visualization can improve the strategy process in terms of thinking, communicating
and engaging others. In this final section we highlight the key implications of this approach for
practice and for research.
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an experienced and resourceful facilitator is vital if the use of

visualization techniques is to make the maximum contribution towards

developing strategy.
Implications for practice
Managers need to become increasingly aware of the benefits and challenges of using visualization
techniques within the strategy process. We have shown how the use of such techniques can help
during various process stages, by providing help not only with the significant cognitive tasks involved,
but also with the social and emotional aspects encountered in strategy making. However, visualiza-
tion should not be seen as a risk free approach: we have pointed out how the presence of an experi-
enced and resourceful facilitator is vital if the use of visualization techniques is to make the maximum
contribution towards developing strategy. Our case research has identified a number of challenges
and risks that need addressing, but, nevertheless, our case studies show the great potential visual prac-
tices have for strategizing. Our framework emphasizes a process view of visualization: in our view, the
actual act of visualizing - the collaboration involved in rendering strategy content into graphic form,
rather than the mere aesthetic of the final outcome - is the vital sense-making activity. Our framework
stresses the situated use of visualization that is targeted to a specific content, step or goal, and benefit.
Used in this systematic way, visualization can become a powerful, analytic business language.

Our recommendation to managers is to add expertise in visualization techniques into their rep-
ertoire of managerial skills, and to use visualization techniques - appropriately - to aid strategic
sense-making in business environments. Based on the emerging challenges and practices noted
above, we can derive six key guidelines for consultants or managers who want to employ real-
time, interactive visualization in the strategy process, which are summarized in Table 5 below.
Implications for academia
In terms of implications for research, we have only begun to examine the potential of a visual per-
spective on key management activities. Collaborative visualization has the potential to transform
many other areas of management through its cognitive, social and emotional benefits. Future man-
agement research in general could add to our understanding of the emerging field of visual man-
agement by examining the application of visualization in related areas, such as evaluating the
benefits and risks of introducing visualization in contexts such as innovation management, project
management,15 negotiation or risk management.

Within the strategic management research domain we believe this article makes a useful contri-
bution to the emerging strategy-as-practice paradigm.16 This view emphasizes the specific activities
that managers engage in when crafting strategies, as well as linking these activities to trends or prac-
tices on a larger, societal scale. Instead of viewing organizations as merely having strategies, and
highlighting only structural or macro elements in discussing the development, planning and execu-
tion of strategies, we have examined micro aspects of strategic management, namely the face to face
interactions between managers involved in the act of making strategy. We have described when and
how they use visual artefacts to clarify their joint strategic thinking and acting, and how these micro
practices can be related to larger trends in society and business, namely the visual turn in media and
culture. Influenced by new information and communication technologies, a new business language
is emerging e a visual practice that integrates symbols, diagrams, text, visual metaphors, anima-
tions and interactive graphic devices to make better use of strategic information and insights,
and to apply them in strategic conversations in management and among employees. This visual
‘macro-practice’ of technology-enabled information visualization is beginning to influence the
practice of strategizing inside organizations, and a strategy-as-practice perspective should pay
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Table 5. Strategizing as a Visual Practice e Guidelines for Process Facilitators

1. Use both individual and collective visualizations to reduce groupthink

Leverage visualization by combining individual prompting (individual visualizations, e.g. by using a personal

parameter ruler) with collective visualizations (group mapping, as in strategy charting or roadmapping) and thus

reduce groupthink.

2. Continually refine and revise visualizations

Leverage visualization by paying attention to the consistency, completeness and accuracy of graphic representations.

Iteratively refine and revise strategy visualizations to improve their analytic quality.

3. Use visualizations that avoid information overload

Leverage visualization by paying attention to information overload: use visualization tools to reduce representational

complexity and highlight key patterns. In case of cluttered strategy diagrams, use animation or layering.

4. Use visualizations to surface multiple views

Leverage visualization by surfacing under-represented elements or unarticulated opinions. A facilitator should pay

attention to what has not been visualized, and work to surface areas of disagreement (the graphic equivalent of

reading between the lines).

5. Use visualization to span phases of the strategy process

Leverage visualization by connecting elements from various strategy phases: Employ visual formats that force and

enable managers to link strategy analysis and development, development and implementation.

6. Use multiple visualization techniques where appropriate

Leverage visualization by using complementary visualization formats within and between strategy phases by de-

picting strategy topics through different graphic representations. Use the relative merits of diagrams (i.e. clarity,

inference support), charts (i.e. compression, comparison), sketches (i.e. dynamic, provisionary), visual metaphors

(i.e. inspiring, motivational), etc. Carefully combine pen-and-paper visualizations and more sophisticated strategy

visualization software, depending on the context of strategizing (task, participant number and characteristics,

available time, documentation needs, etc.).
attention to such emerging approaches, especially in sectors (such as the software industry) that are
themselves highly visual and innovative.

More specifically, and from a strategy-as-practice point of view, our article makes the following
five contributions to the field of strategy research:

� We have identified and described four distinct visual practices (or genres) for strategizing, as
outlined in our visual strategizing framework, namely
- graphically structuring existing data and insights;
- elaborating new options (a joint mapping practice);
- sequencing strategic steps and goals (a sort of collaborative visual programming); and
- enabling continuous interactions among people and new emerging data (for example during

strategy implementation monitoring).

These four visual practices provide useful lenses to capture and describe managerial strategizing
activities. They can also provide useful pointers for the development of new strategizing templates
by academics for practitioners, thus transforming strategic management research into a design sci-
ence, that actively develops (and evaluates) artefacts for use by practitioners and provides guidelines
on how they can best be appropriated. Thus, research not only provides a better understanding of
strategy practices, but can (as we have attempted to do in this article) contribute new knowledge by
providing ‘generative mechanisms’ (as for example the synergy map method proposed above) that
managers can directly apply to improve their practices.17

� The visual formats we have piloted in various organizations provide a pragmatic way to connect
strategic practices to regular, everyday management routines. They help transform strategizing
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[We] provide pointers for the development of new strategizing

templates for practitioners, transforming strategic management

research into a design science, that actively develops (and evaluates)

artefacts for practitioners.
from a potentially isolated, mostly conceptual endeavour, to a data-driven activity closely linked
with implementation. Hence our contribution helps to examine and understand strategizing as
an integrated practice in managerial work. Strategy-as-practice scholars should thus actively look
for graphic artefacts that are created during strategy formulation sessions and then transformed
and re-used during the planning and implementation stages. This can also lead to new insights
regarding the cascading or subtle re-interpretation of strategies as they are transformed from
plans to actions, as such modifications or specifications may be documented on the strategy
visualizations (for example in the streams of a strategy chart).

� Our research also highlights the critical, yet under researched, issue that a political and social
practice such as strategizing cannot be reduced to simple mental operations, but must be seen
as an activity that engages interests and emotions and, consequently, requires extensive commu-
nication, negotiation and persuasion. We have shown how visualizations impact this (often hid-
den) dimension of strategizing, both positively and negatively. We believe that the role of
communication and emotions in strategic conversations has so far been insufficiently explored.
Recent research initiatives, however e for example the 2008 EGOS conference e have started to
introduce specific tracks dedicated to these communicative and emotional issues in strategic
management.18 This stream of research thus contributes to a more realistic view of the social
practice of strategizing, and our distinction between the cognitive, social and emotional effects
of visual strategizing provides a useful categorization for other scholars to use to describe the
social reality of strategizing in management.

� In the larger context of strategy process research,19 our contribution highlights ways in which
using visual artefacts as bridging devices can more closely connect the different phases of strat-
egizing. Our case studies also document how generic templates can potentially improve the qual-
ity of the strategy process beyond the strict area of making strategy, into arenas such as
communication and motivation, implementation and continuous review and adaptation. Future
research should investigate at which points in the strategy process methods such as strategy
charting or synergy mapping could provide the most value.

� Finally, our article also contributes to the theory of boundary objects within management science
(with application areas ranging from knowledge management to product innovation).20 Specif-
ically, we have provided examples of how visual frameworks can act as decision catalysts and in-
scription devices that capture different managers’ knowledge and perspectives in a manner
conducive to joint decision making and action. In doing so, we have gone beyond the current
descriptions of the visual elements (such as sketches or diagrams) used in management as
boundary objects and described the use of visual metaphors (as in the case of the balanced score-
card tree) or interactive graphic devices (as in the case of the interactive slide ruler).

Besides these research implications, our contribution also has implications for the teaching of
strategy. The strategy-as-practice ‘school’ argues that strategy teaching should provide students
with rich case studies of strategy work as actually practiced.21 We have followed this advice and
used the research case studies presented in this article in our own strategy lectures and seminars.
We have used the five visual strategizing cases on four executive MBA strategy courses, asking
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students to examine the effects of the visual methods on the strategy practice and suggest improve-
ments. Our experience with these seminars over the last three years indicates that, while visual tech-
niques crafting strategy are still new to most executives, course members are open to (and extremely
curious about) such graphic methods.
Most importantly, [we] emphasize visualizing over visualization,

conceiving of visualization as a joint, tentative process rather than

a static aggregation of information.
As managers appropriate various forms of interactive visualization for strategic management,
there is clearly a great need for research and development, training in, and evaluation of these
methods so that they can effectively help in meeting the wide range of challenges inherent in the
strategy process. We invite practitioners to experiment with these approaches, yet encourage
them to do so with a sound understanding of their underlying positive and potentially negative ef-
fects. Most importantly, managers and researchers alike should emphasize visualizing over visuali-
zation, conceiving of visualization first and foremost as a joint, tentative process rather than a static
rendering or aggregation of information.
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Appendix: Research approach and methodology
The research followed an action research methodology.22 Researchers worked with companies
(primarily as facilitators) as they engaged in different stages of the strategy process. The researchers
had essentially two roles: as process consultant (as perceived by the company); and as reflective ob-
server (as academic researcher). In process consultant mode, their primary task was to guide and
structure the process - not to supply content, the company participants supplied that - and to
introduce the company to the appropriate tools. In researcher mode, their primary task was to
observe, collect and analyse data and reflect on the use of the tools.

Case selection
Over the last twenty years we have engaged in strategy development exercises with many companies.
The cases reported have been selected because they used visualizations that illustrate all the aspects
of the framework. The purpose of the cases is to show how visualization is used in the strategy pro-
cess and to draw out process practices and challenges. In making the selection, we sought the min-
imum number of cases that would provide comprehensive coverage, but would avoid repetition.
Hence many of our cases are not reported: all of those could be fitted into the existing framework,
and their inclusion would add nothing extra.

Case access and data collection
The evaluation of the visualization methods was conducted by applying them to the strategy process
in the participating companies. Particular attention was paid to ensuring that access to the subject
companies occurred at the right level and that there was a clear understanding of what would be
involved. The sponsorship of a senior person in the business was sought, and in all cases a presen-
tation was made to senior management outlining the process that would be followed.
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Table 6. Structure for Case Data

Company Characteristics

Product, Turnover, Number of employees

Sector, Type of business

Organisation structure

Existence of formal strategies

Access

Sponsor of process, trigger for the process

Company project leader

Steering Group

For each stage in the strategy process where visualization was used

What was the stage of the strategy process?

What data was visualised?

How was it collected and what problems were found with data collection?

What analysis was done, how was the visualization used?

What problems were experienced?

How were these resolved?

What changes, if any, were made to the visualization?

Who was involved?

How was the stage organised, (e.g. workshops)?

What was the result of each stage?

What was the participants’ view of the visualization?
The prime objective of the evaluation stage was to determine to what extent the use of visuali-
zation provided a practical, procedural step in the strategy process. In order to investigate this, three
criteria for assessment were established: feasibility, could the visualization be used; usability, how
easily could the visualization be used; and utility, did the visualization provide a useful step in
the strategy process. Case data were collected in line with the structure shown in Table 6.
Criteria
Sub-criteria 

Rating
Overall

Sub-criteria  

Overall

Criteria  

1
(very)

2
(quite)

3
(somewhat)

4
(not at all)

Feasibility
Availability of
information  

Timing

Participation 

Usability Clarity

Ease of Use 

Utility Relevance 

Usefulness 

Facilitation 

Appropriateness 

Figure 8. Feedback questionnaire Evaluation Criteria
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Data were collected using three methods: direct observations, participant interviews and post
participation questionnaires. Using direct observation, the researcher could see how the participants
interacted with the visualization and, in this way, detect areas for improvement. Observing the use
of the ruler, for example, (reported in case 2) revealed that the assessment criteria had to be sep-
arated (graphically) from the actual sliders, as the managers had difficulty reading the scales
accurately.

Using semi-structured participant interview, the researcher could gain a rich picture of the percep-
tions and reactions of the participants. The use of the synergy map, for example, (case 4) was as-
sessed using five collective feedback and debriefing discussions and individual follow-up interviews
focusing on the positive and negative aspects of the tool’s use in the group, as well as on suggestions
to improve its effectiveness. Based on the interviews, the process of using the synergy map was
slightly adapted: the synergy map was consequently ‘pre-loaded’ with already established goals in
order to kick-start the strategizing sessions.

Using a formal written feedback questionnaire, the researcher could collect comparative data that
was extremely useful when developing a new visualization technique. For example, when developing
the TAPS technique (case 3), questionnaires were given to participants after the session to elicit
feedback from participants to assess the developed visualization. In the questionnaires each crite-
rion was further broken down into sub-criteria, as summarised in Figure 8. In application, partic-
ipants were given a statement to rate using a fixed-alternative four-point category scale
(very.quite.somewhat.not at all) e.g. ‘It was feasible to collect the information to incorporate
in the visualization’; ‘The time allowed to build the model was appropriate,’ etc. (Note the intentional
bias in the four-point scale to prevent respondents taking a midpoint position23: this was accept-
able, as the purpose of the scale was to track progress, and not to report absolute values). Addition-
ally open-ended response questions to capture other relevant issues about the visualization were
asked (e.g. ‘What were the main problems encountered with the visualization?’).
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